
”When power is just, justice has no power.” - Japanese proverb

a book of photographs and texts 
by

Cornel Brad



is photographer Cornel Brad’s most recent book, conceived to define the concept of 
“Power” at the moment when the modern Romanian state is celebrating its centennial. 

The book consists of the biographies of over a hundred remarkable personalities 
illustrative for the concept underlying it, each text being accompanied by a 
photographic portrait.

People.Power.Romania. is a book of photographs that – according to its author’s 
opinion - can be read as an interpretation of recent Romanian history.

The texts are written in Romanian, with English, French and German versions.

The photographs are facial portraits, taken between May 2016 and June 2018,  
in the intimacy of the subject, using the same type of framing, light, colour. 

The book has  23/31 cm 240 pages of highest quality print  and finish.

It represents a strictly personal endeavour, independent of any company, 
organization,  institution or public authority.

It may be visited at  |  YouTube

http://youtu.be/iUIiFmne3tc


“The selection of the characters chosen to be portrayed in People. Power. Romania.  
was a subjective one, like any author’s choice, but I wanted it to be relevant for 
the main changes of the history during the last hundred years and for the way  
the Romanians interacted with their country and with the state throughout  
this period. Each and every personality in this book stands for a special power. 
Their stories overlapped – sometimes by mere chance, at other times deliberately. 
Some of them are no longer alive. Three of them are portrayed in absentia, for 
various reasons beyond my control, making up a triangle which I found significant 
by the very symbolism of their absence. As my project developed and I discovered 
further meanings in the life experience of the people I met, I felt more and more 
inclined to produce a manifesto for a worthier cause rather than making a  
homage-paying selection.” 

Excerpt from the book’s Foreword by Cornel Brad



People who fought for justice, state presidents, forfeited citizens, war heroes 
or heroes of historic opportunity, prime ministers of the government, political 
prisoners and oppressors, high priests and simple sinners, justice makers 
and convicts, historians, sportsmen, philosophers, environment activists, 
victims and saviors, successful entrepreneurs and poor people are equally main 
characters of this book and the essence of this artistic manifesto. 

Ion Iliescu, Emil Constantinescu, Doina Cornea, Victor Ciorbea, Virgil Măgureanu, Adrian Năstase,  
Laura Codruța Kövesi, Augustin Lazăr, Mihai Șora, Theodor Stolojan, România Matcașu, Nicolae Văcăroiu, 
Călin Popescu-Tăriceanu, Petre Roman, Cornel Bădoiu, Ioana Bărbat, Victor Ponta, Dacian Cioloş, 
Alexandra Furnea, Dorin Cîrlan, Mihai Răzvan Ungureanu, Sabina Foişor, Mircea Geoană, Claudiu Iordache, 
Ioana-Izabela Odor, Radu Filipescu, Teodor Mărieș , Ioan Gomboşanu, Petre Ignatencu, Ion Dobran,  
Herta Müller, Béla Markó, Ioan-Alexandru Chiş, Mugur Isărescu, Nicuşor Dan, Zamfir Petre, Mihai Damian, 
Mirjam Bercovici, Niculina Moica, Ioana Voicu-Arnăuțoiu, Iosif Prunner, Cecilia Jugănaru, Aurică Geneti, 
Cătălin Bia, Marius Oprea, Liviu Tofan, Attila Biro, Cristian-Mihai Dide, Florin Bădiță, Ioan Duia,  
Andrei Pandele, Nicolae Badea, Dumitru Tudor, Gheorghe Porancia, Neagu Djuvara, Traian Berbeceanu, 
Marian Godină, Simona Maierean, Avram Iancu, Sorin Zamfir, Gabriel Păun, Mălin Bot, Florin Pătrăchioiu, 
Rudy Rosenfeld, Daniel Rucăreanu, Nicoleta Cîrjan, Steluţa Boldișteanu, Lucian Mureşan, Ioan Robu,  
Murat Iusuf, Livia Ionce, Leontin Iuhas, Mihaela Noroc, Daniela Martinescu, Dorin Cioabă, Vlad Viski, 
Irina Margareta Nistor, Ion Bârladeanu, Ivan Patzaichin, Constantina Diță, Vlad Darie, Lilla Grace, 
Narița George, Horia Colibăşanu, Tiberiu Ușeriu, Nicolae Zamfir, Constantin Ionescu, Alexandra Parfenie, 
Dumitru Prunariu, Adrian Tudoroiu, Ioan Chiş, Florin Talpeş, Mariana Gheorghe, Marius Istrate,  
Marius Dan Stănciulescu, Miodrag Belodedici, Bogdan Hossu, Mihaela Cijevschi, Cristian Sima,  
Alina Șerban, Constantin Reliu, Gabriela Alexandrescu şi un portret colectiv al Corului din Finteuş.

The book contains 
the portraits of the  

following personalities…



“I do hope that this book could influence somehow the Romanian society,  
so  confused at present, when – at the moment of this Centennial celebration – 
instead of building new bridges, even the existing ones have been set on fire. 
Several decades will be needed, in my opinion, for the restoration of the  
texture which is actually granting the strength of a nation.”

“This is neither a mere photographic album nor a history book or an attempt 
at explaining the meaning of one hundred years of history  and of the last 
30 years of transition since the collapse of the communist regime, when the 
nation regained its freedom, it is rather a project meant to put forth a set of 
fundamental questions.”

“Behind each photograph there is a whole story and the sequel of portraits 
becomes a narrative  in itself as it retraces - in a subtler or in a more 
direct manner - the sometimes painful progress of a country that is still 
nursing its traumas and its hopes.”

Excerpt from the speech of H.E. President Emil Constantinescu 
at the book launch

Excerpt from the speech of Andrei Țărnea, the commissioner of  
the Romania-France cultural season, at the book launch

Excerpt from a book review by Adina Rosetti, writer



25 July 2018, at Galateca Gallery, Bucharest, Romania

23/31 cm

hardcover  170g/sqm matte paper, finished with matte lamination

IQ Color Coral Red 230g/sqm

240 colour pages, Claro Bulk 150g/sqm paper with matte varnish coating,  
textblock stitched and glued within hardcovers

Delivered in a thin plastic cover.
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Price

The book was printed and launched in July 2018 and is available for sale in two 
variants: a mass edition and a limited edition of 100 copies.

The contents of the two editions and their material quality are identical.

The limited edition copy has the serial number printed on the first page, it is 
wrapped in a case covered in red highly textured cloth paper, with the title 
embossed on one side. 

Optionally, the limited edition book may be purchased together with a set of 
eight 20/30 cm portrait photographs, autographed by the artist, printed on 320 
g/sqm Hahnemuhle fine art paper.

the book People.Power.România. - 200 lei

the book People.Power.România. limited edition – 500 lei

Upon request, both variants may have a personalized dust cover, at a supplementary cost 
depending on the number of copies purchased. The book is not for sale in bookshops or 
through online shops or distribution networks.

The price includes 5% VAT and the book is invoiced. Any order request can be answered on the spot, 
pending availability, taking into account the number of copies of the first edition and of the 
limited edition.

For further details email: cornel.brad@gmail.com

For more information about the project People.Power.România. visit: 
www.oameniputereromania.org

Variant 1 :

Variant 2 :

http://www.oameniputereromania.org


is a Romanian photographer living in Bucharest.  Between 1993 and 2013,  
he headed the sales department of a bookstore, was editor of two agricultural  
magazines, coordinator of a national system for the environment protection in  
agriculture since its foundation.

(2018) is a personal and independent photographic project that celebrates the centennial 

anniversary of the modern Romanian state through a series of portraits of Romanian 

personalities with exceptional human and professional experiences. Through the selection  

of its characters and by placing them in juxtaposition, the concept of “Power” in present-day 

Romania is interpreted in a distinctive personal key. Oameni.Putere.România. is not conducted 

in collaboration with any company, organization, local or national authority.

is an album which consisted of over 60 portraits of Romanian and international cultural 
personalities who attended the 2016 “Festival of Ideas” organized by Aspen Institute Romania.

is the first Romanian portrait photography project made with over 70 world-renowned 
personalities, artists and musician who attended the 2013 edition of “George Enescu” Festival.

     11 / 2017   ”Interludes”, Cotroceni Museum, Cotroceni Palace, Romania’s Presidential  
                      Administration, Bucharest, Romania
      6 / 2017   ”Faces  beyond Ideas”, Universul Palace, Bucharest, Romania
      6 / 2017   ”Cosmopolitan Anxieties”, Transilvania International Film  
                      Festival – TIFF, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
     11 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Bilkent Univeritisi – Anara, Turkey
     11 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Fulayya Gallery Beșktaș – Istanbul, Turkey
 3 - 5 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Romanian Cutural Centre – London, Great Britain
     3 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Romanian Cultural Institute - Bucharest, Romania
 1 - 2 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Romanian Cultural Institute - Wien, Austria
      9 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Romanian Cultural Centre - Berlin, Germany
      9 / 2016   ”Interludes”, Galateca Gallery – Bucharest, Romania
2010 - 2012   Group exhibitions: ”Mraz School of Photopoetry” – Bucharest,  
                      Romania, Lisbon, Portugal, Ohrid, Croatia, Belgrade, Serbia
     3 / 2009  ”101 Volunteers – portraits from Bunești School”, Carturești Verona  
                      Booksore Bucharest, Romania.

Cornel Brad (n. 1974)

“Interludes” 

(2014, Iglooart)

Exhibitions

“Faces beyond ideas” 

(2016)
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